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TC11N Copier/Printer Controller
Product Overview
The TC11N Copier/Printer Controller is a proprietary magnetic card
reader/encoder that vends images against value stored on reusable or
throwaway magnetic stripe cards.
A special Administrator card is used to initialize and value these cards, and to
set control parameters and prices. Depending on copier / printer make and
model, and copier control mode selected, individual prices for up to four
different image types are supported.
Copier/printer use privileges are determined by group numbers stored both on
the cards and in the TC11N.
Usage statistics can be read out on the TC11N's LCD display.
The TC11N comes standard with its own 24 VDC power supply, but it can run off
power from the copier/printer in many cases. It is shipped with a copier / printer
specific sprig at no extra charge.
The TC11N has a small footprint, measuring only 4" x 3.5" x 7", and weighs a
mere 2 lb. It comes with a one year (from date of shipment) warranty for
manufacturing defects.

Warranty
The TC11N is warrantied against manufacturing defects for a period of one year
from date of shipment, to be determined by the serial number at boot up [equal
to the serial number on its back].
Advanced Technologies (Tekvend) agrees to repair or replace at its discretion
any TC11N within the warranty period. Advanced Technologies (TekVend)
agrees to pay ground return shipping and insurance on any warranty repair or
replacement.
Advanced Technologies (Tekvend) cannot be responsible for any damage that
occurs to product returned to it due to inadequate return shipment procedures.
The shipper is responsible for ensuring that return shipment packaging is
adequate and that the return shipment is adequately insured.
Advanced Technologies (Tekvend) does not warranty its product for damage
caused by abusive use, vandalism, improper installation, and improper field
repair. The installer is expected to use the original copier specific harness (sprig)
supplied by Advanced Technologies (Tekvend), and install the TC11N on the
originally specified copier, unless otherwise authorized.

